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Roomdimensions Ibérica, through its local partner in
Israel, has developed a new project for the Defense
market.
The project has been developed with the new range of
LAN consoles, for creating highly ergonomic work
environments and great visual lightness, a kind of wide
open technical solution that provides high esthetic
value to the environment. Each user disposes of a zone
for the location of computer equipment, which is
integrated into the structure of the control console,
and a rear compartment called "Device Support
System" to locate peripherals, SFF equipments and all
the connectivity elements.
The LAN Console is a highly modular, customizable
and competitive, which allows you to organize all the
cabling infrastructure in a clean and orderly manner
product, allowing to locate power socket, voice and
data at different strategic points of the product, depending on if they have to be accessible to the operator or
otherwise, exclusively for equipment and systems.
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The workstations
ensures a perfect
location for the
electronic and PC
equipment of the
users.
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Device Support System
It is an accessory that aims to increase the
capacity of the control console, creating a
complementary space to locate computers
and informatics equipment. The DSS is located
at the back of the control console and it is
connected to the main structure of the system,
it incorporates a hinged door access, which
allows manipulation of all the equipment
housed inside. SFF equipment, Thin Client and
KVM can be located inside the DSS as well as
all data connectors and power needed.
This capacity of increasing space provides a
high degree of organization and integral
solution, being all perfectly hidden and tidy
inside. The interior space of DSS is directly
connected to the main structure of the control
console, allowing the passage of wiring
between the different areas of the control
console. Since it is a modular element, you can
remove or introduce it at your convenience,
especially in all those configurations that

require more space for the location of
equipment and infrastructure.
Connectivity points
Console LAN has 3 specific connectivity areas:
• Operator Connectivity, located inside the
main structure of the console. It is accessible
through hinged covers located on the
operators work surface.
• Rack 19 " Connectivity: It is integrated
directly inside the rack cabinet trough power
strips or 19" data panels.
• Rear Connectivity: Located inside the DSS,
well hidden and out of reach of the user.
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The corner and the
bottom of the work
surface is provided
with led lighting to
illuminate the
equipment
compartments.

Scope of the project:
-Videowall: 4x2 video screen Samsung 46"
-1x LAN Console for 6 operators
6x double ergonomic support monitors
6x Ergonomic chairs CXO
1x Rack 10U

The CXO Nightingale
ergonomic chair is specially
designed for operating
environments. Fabrics and
mechanisms are in black.

-1x LAN Console for 4 operators
4x double ergonomic support monitors
4x Ergonomic chairs CXO

